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Who I am
• Live in Sofia, Bulgaria, with two children and my wife

• 100% environmentalist with 20 years of experience,

11 of them at WWF dealing with climate and energy

issues, mostly policy and campaigning

• Part-time lecturer at NBU, founder of Bulgarian

Climate Action Coalition and the Bulgarian Greens

• Working a small piece of agricultural land as bio

farmer in the countryside, beekeeper



I will talk about: 

• Useful communication and campaigning 

techniques tackling Climate Change Denial 

based on NGOs experience

• Some principals, clarifications and conclusions 





Why are there no good movies about 

climate change with happy end ?

Let’s start…



Why campaigns are crucial to tackle 

climate change denial ?

1. Directional activity designed to achieve a 

particular purpose

 Not education, not advocacy, lobbying or peripheral 

communication activity

 Attract a wider public

 Aim to catalyse significant change to the public benefit; to go 

beyond ‘business as usual’ 



Why campaigns are crucial to tackle 

climate change denial ?

2. A form of public politics

 A way of getting things done

 Convert values into action

 Exist where the commercial market and formal politics fail to 

convert values into action



Campaigns tackling climate change 

denial are:

• Campaigns to create change

they are not the same as

- Advertising campaigns

- Fundraising campaigns

- PR campaigns

- Electoral campaigns

- Social marketing campaigns (these aim at the individual level)



7 Principles of Campaigning
• Be multi-dimensional – communicate in all the dimensions of human

understanding

• Engage by providing agency – give supporters greater power over their
own lives, let them know they can be part of the solution- ‘can’t do it without
you!’

• Be legitimized by a moral deficit – people must feel that there is a gap
between what is currently happening and what SHOULD be done

• Provoke a conversation in society – this often involves arguing and
disagreement. If agree all the time, not much to talk about…

• Meet a need – solve a problem

• Be strategic

• Be communicable – verbally - as a story - and visually - use stories about
real people



How do campaigns achieve change 

when we are talking about denial?

Through a conversation with society which provides: 

The Motivation to act – expressing where society knows that 
“something must be done - urgently” and asking for help “only with 
you we can make a difference, only with you can the impossible 
become possible” – it is a call to arms or an invitation to join an 
adventure

The Means to act – engages by providing agency – providing the 
tools and mechanisms for action. People must feel that they can 
contribute to part of the change – that without them, we will fail. 



Why communication is very important ?



Communication is a 2-way process

Communication skills involve:

Listening to others (Receiving) message               

Asserting / Expressing (Sending)

Barriers to communication can lead to misunderstanding and confusion

sender

receiver

sender

receiver

values and attitudes

“generation gap”

Cultural differences

language

noise

hearing



The Communication Equation

What you hear

Tone of voice

Vocal clarity

Verbal expressiveness     40% of the message

What you see or feel

Facial expression

Dress and grooming                                       

Posture

Eye contact

Touch

Body language 50% of the message

WORDS … 10% of the message!



Effective Communication Skills Used to Change the 

Climate Change Denial Perspective

Effective 

Communication skills

Eye contact & visible mouth

Body language

Silence

Checking 

for understanding

Smiling face

Summarising 

what has been said

Encouragement 

to continue

Some questions



Barriers to Effective Communication

Barriers to 

effective

communication

Language

NoiseTime

DistractionsOther people

Put downsToo many questions

Distance

Discomfort                                                       

with the topic

Disability

Lack of interest



САДИ ДЪРВЕТА

РЕЦИКЛИРАЙ

ПЕСТИ ЕНЕРГИЯ 

ИНВЕСТИРАЙ ВЪВ ВЕИ

SAVE THE CLIMATE, SAVE THE PLANET





1. Start with what you know, not what you don’t know
Too often, communicators give the caveats before the take-home message. On many fundamental questions, such

as “are humans causing climate change?” and “will we cause unprecedented changes to our climate if we don’t

reduce the amount of carbon that we burn?”, the science is effectively settled.

2. Be clear about the scientific consensus
Having a clear and consistent message about the scientific consensus is important as it influences whether people

see climate change as a problem that requires an urgent societal response. Use clear graphics like a chart, a

messenger who is trustworthy to communicate the consensus, and try to find the closest match between the values

of your audience and those of the person communicating the consensus message.

3. Shift from “insecurity” to “risk”
Most people are used to dealing with the idea of risk. It is the language of the insurance, health and national

security sectors. So for many audiences – politicians, business leaders or the military – talking about the risks of

climate change is likely to be more effective than talking about the insecurities.

15 principals of useful communication to tackle 

climate change denial 



4. Be clear about the type of risk you are talking about
A common strategy of sceptics is to confuse on purpose and combine different types of uncertainty. It’s therefore

critical to be clear about what type you’re talking about – causes, impacts, policies or solutions – and adopt

appropriate language for each.

5. Understand what is driving people’s views
Uncertainty about climate change is higher among people with right-wing political values. However, a growing body

of research points to ways of communicating about climate change that do not threaten conservative belief

systems, using language that better resonates with the values of the centre-right.

6. Connect with what matters to your audience
Research consistently shows that people’s values and political views have a bigger influence on their attitudes

about climate change than their level of scientific knowledge. Connecting with widely-shared public values, or

points of ‘local interest’ in your communication and engagement makes it more likely that your science will be

heard.

15 principals of useful communication to tackle 

climate change denial 



7. Communicate through images and stories
Most people understand the world through stories and images, not lists of numbers, probability statements or

technical graphs, and so it is crucial to find ways of translating and interpreting the technical language found in

scientific reports into something more engaging. A visual artist can capture the concept of sea-level rise better than

any graph, and still be factually accurate if scientific projections are used to inform the work.

8. Highlight the positives of insecurity
Researchers have found that insecurity is not an unavoidable barrier to action. Proved communicators frame

climate change messages in ways that trigger attention in the face of insecurity.

9. Communicate effectively about climate impacts
The question “is this weather event caused by climate change?” is misplaced. When someone has a weak immune

system, they are more sensitive to a range of diseases, and no one asks whether each illness was caused by a

weak immune system. The same logic applies to climate change and some extreme weather events: they are made

more likely, and heavier, by climate change.

15 principals of useful communication to tackle 

climate change denial 



10. Have a conversation, not an argument
Despite the disproportionate media attention given to sceptics, most people simply don’t talk or think about climate

change all that much. This means that the very act of having a conversation about climate change – not an

argument or repeating a one-shot slogan – can be a powerful method of public engagement.

11. Tell a human story
Most people understand the world through anecdotes and stories, rather than statistics and graphs, so aiming for a

narrative structure and showing the human face behind the science when presenting information will help you tell

an exciting story.

12. Communicating climate change: Focus on solutions
Usually there is some cause for optimism, especially when the messages focus on readily available solutions.

13. Be a confident communicator. Manage your audience’s expectations
People expect science to provide definite answers, although in reality it is a method for asking questions about the

world. So manage people’s expectations and use plenty of analogies from everyday life so people can see that

insecurity are everywhere, not just in climate science.

15 principals of useful communication to tackle 

climate change denial 



14. Talk about the real world, not abstract ideas
Although they define the science and policy discourse, the ‘big numbers’ of climate change (global average

temperature targets and concentrations of atmospheric carbon dioxide) don’t relate to people’s day-to-day

experiences. Start your climate conversation on common ground, using clear language and examples your audience

is more likely to be familiar with.

15. Remind, remind, remind
If you’re trying to change habits, it’s no good convincing someone just once. You need to remind them exactly when

they’re taking the action you want to change.

15 principals of useful communication to tackle 

climate change denial 





WWF LIVING PLANET REPORT 2018 

WE STILL HAVE A CHANCE … 

https://wwf.panda.org/knowledge_hub/all_publications/living_planet_report_2018/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESM3JPDOrJo


WWF IN DAVOS - WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM 2019

http://wwf.panda.org/?341770/WEF-2019-WWF-welcomes-call-by-Sir-David-Attenborough-for-global-environmental-action


“WE ARE STILL IN”

https://www.wearestillin.com/signatories




© NATUREPL/SUZI ESZTERHAS/WWF

GLOBAL DEAL FOR NATURE AND PEOPLE IN 2020



WHAT NGOs ARE DOING  IN DAVOS ? WWF STATEMENT 

NEW DEAL FOR NATURE AND PEOPLE 

http://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/press_releases/?341471/WWF-statement-on-WEFs-Global-Risks-Report-2019
https://youtu.be/8fNIpX6YF48


The biggest together…



Record 

Heat

Record Ice 

Melt

Record Coral 

Bleaching

Record Hurricane 

season

Record 

Droughts

Wake up - its time for dealing with climate change!

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/Archive/May2005/eafrica_ndvia_11-20apr05_lrg.jpg


ЗАКЛЮЧЕНИЕТО !

‘It takes a new way of thinking to solve the problems that we created by the old 

way of thinking’





Thank you for your attention!
Georgi Stefanov

Chief Climate & Energy Expert, WWF Bulgaria

gstefanov@wwfdcp.bg

+359 889 517 976

mailto:gstefanov@wwfdcp.bg

